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**Abstract:** Judging by the collective insight of creative nonfiction craft books and the proliferation of self-absorbed memoirs, it would be reasonable to assume that the underlying assumption of many contemporary memoirists and essayists is that things are reducible to *the way I see it*. It may be that something about the art of personal narrative has gotten lost in translation, and it may be that it’s us. To understand our situation well requires an ethic of authenticity enlightened by revelation. Yet, even we evangelicals have often failed to offer a subjectively rich, alternative vision for making sense of our daily experience in the world. Our theological language and practice too often thins worldly experience down to an individualistic practical reason faced simply with revealed data ensuring salvation. However, if the art of personal narrative is the art of seeking understanding, then even Christians would do well to reflect on the Emersonian question: *Where do we find ourselves?* I propose that an aesthetic which takes seriously the relationship between logos (John 1) and wisdom (1 Cor. 1) in Christology and which draws upon the poetics of revelation envisioned by Gerard Manley Hopkins (“world as word”) is a great place to start for the art of personal narrative.
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